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Abstract- Martial arts are both art and competition. There was holding competition
in World Wushu Champion in 2017. Therefore this study according to this year
competition to analysis that athletes’ performance wouldn’t be affected by time
spend and the number of attempted degree of difficulty movements.. during
competition. What it would affect them in this study which are gender and regions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wushu means Chinese Martial Arts was an inherited technique of military

warfare in ancient China. Practicing martial arts can strengthen the body and defend
against attacks from the enemy. People who practice martial arts are guided by the
technique of "stopping the invasion" and lead the practitioners into the traditional
education (materialization) method of knowing people and nature, and the objective
laws of society. It is the guidance and guarantee of human material civilization, and is
the contemporary traditional martial arts, also is performance.

This is data from the 2017 World Wushu Championships. Which is scored by the
International Wushu Federation(IWUF) and Justtool. This competition is from
Contemporary Wushu whrer athletes perform a routine on a carpet. Their routine is
made up of punches, kicks, jumps, tumbling, stances, and balances. The athletes are
scored on three components: 1) A score: Quality of Movements. 2) B Score:
Evaluation of Overall Performance. 3) C Score: Degree of Difficulty. Together, these
three components determine the overall score. And the main purpose to find out if
there are some factors effect overall score.

II. METHODOLOGY
This data is secondary data which was collected through an online data science
community that called
kaggle.com(https://www.kaggle.com/predact/world-wushu-championships-2017).
And this data is about 2017 World Wushu Championships. There recorded 201
athletes who are from 177 countries who participated in the competition. Therefore,
201 samples with 17 variables from this data set to analysis some potential factors
which affect their performance then lost scores. This data set is analyzed through four
types of statistic test -- expected outcome: 1) Hypothesis testing -- 2 sample testing: to
analyse the relationship between Overall scores and Gender(Males have higher
Overall scores than females in level of significance 0.05). 2) Correlation: to
analyse the relationship between Overall score and Time spend(There is strong
positive linear correlation between Overall and Time Spend）. 3) Regression: to
analyse the relationship between Overall score and Nandu_Tota(Nandu_Total will
strongly affect Overall score). 4) ANOVA: to analyse the relationship between
Region (Asia, America, Europe) and Overall Score(Region affects scores). And
through these statistic tests, there are five variables are going to be used(all ratio):

https://www.kaggle.com/predact/world-wushu-championships-2017


Overall_Score: Final score of the athletes.
Gender: The athlete’s gender -- Male or Female
Time: The duration of the athlete’s performance
Nandu_Total: The number of attempted degree of difficulty movements.
Region: The region of the athlete’s country.

And meanwhile R studio is also going to be used to help me to carry out graphically
statistical analysis with the data set.

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Table 1: Secondary Data of 2017 World Wushu Championships

Hypothesis Testing(2 Samples)

This was a martial arts competition for men and women, so I would like to
analysis whether there is any possible the mean of females is less than males from 40
samples by using 5% significance level. And the number of males is 20 while number
of females is 20 in 2017 World Wushu Championship. We assume that the variances
of the two samples are equal.

Two sample test on 2017 World Wushu Championship with overall score by gender.

Let μ1 = Sample mean of female scored overall score on 2017 World Wushu
Championship.
Let μ2 = Sample mean of male scored overall score on 2017 World Wushu
Championship.
Hypothesis test
H0 : μ1 - μ2 =0
H1: μ1 < μ2

Figure 1: R calculate for hypothesis test on two sample



This is a left-tailed test, so the rejection area of p-value is the area to the left and right
of the test statistic t = -1.1336, and its p-value is 0.132. Since p-value of test statistic
(0.132) is greater than p-value of significant level (0.05), it reject to null hypothesis.
Thus, it is concluded that the sample mean of mean and female are not the same, other
words, there is a evidence to support that mean of female scored overall scores is less
than mean of male scored overall scores on 2017 World Wushu Championship.

Correlation

This statistic test is to determine whether time spend affects overall score. A
random sample of 100 athletes is tested for correlation. And the type of correlation
coefficients is used is that PEARSON’S product-moment correlation coefficient under
0.05 significance level.
Hypothesis test
H0 : There is no linear correlation between time spend and overall score.
H1: There is a linear correlation between time spend and overall score.

Figure 2: R calculate for correlation test

From figure 2, it is clear to tell the significance test of the correlation of x(time spend)
and y(overall score). The test statistic t = -0.56446 is greater than t critical region on
0.05 significance level which is -1.990 . Thus it fail to reject null hypothesis.

Graph 1: Scatter plot with correlation of -0.05

From above, we get correlation coefficient is -0.05 which means is strongly no linear
relationship. Graph 1 shows that the line seems slightly going downhill but the those
points are somewhat scattered in wider band, thus basically does not show much of
anything happening.
According to hypothesis test which is failed to reject and scatter plot by time spend
and overall score, we can make a conclusion that there is a strong evidence shows that
there is no linear relationship between time spend and overall score. In other words,
overall score is not affected by how much time spend.

Regression



This test to see the relationship between overall score and Nandu_Total which
means the number of attempted degree of difficulty movements.. Since Nandu_Total
straightway impact the C score, logically there is no doubt Nandu_Total will strongly
affect overall score, therefore I would to like to determine what I think if it is true on
0.05 significance level. A random sample of 100 is used to analysis. The response
variable(y) represents overall score and the predictor variable(x) represents
Nandu_Total.

Hypothesis test
H0 : β1 = 0 (no linear relationship)
H1: β1 = 0 (linear relationship does exit)

Figure 3: R calculate for Regression test

Graph 2: Plot of Nandu_Total with Overall_Score

From figure 3, the regression model shows overall score and Nandu_Total( the
number of successful degree of difficulty movements) in a positive linear relationship
and its line equation is written as y = 6.9829 + 0.1666*x. The indicates(b0) is 6.9829,
it can be interpreted as the predicted overall score for a zero Nandu_Total score. And
regression coefficient for the Nandu_Total(b1), as the regression slope is 0.1666
which means it will start to slightly affect/improve overall score. The p-value of this
regression test is less than 0.05 significance level, so we reject the null hypothesis.
Thus it can be concluded that there is a linear relationship between overall score and
Nandu_Total. No matter from regression slope or Graph 2, both mean it does exit
relationship,but it just slight relationship, it is not as strong as I predicted
Nandu_Total directly impact overall score before.

ANOVA

The birthplace of martial arts is China. so I personally think the Asian region
represented by China is ahead of Europe and America. There is a least one mean is



different. Therefore, to determine whether the significant differences between the
means of overall scores for three main regions. I would like to use ANOVA method.
It is with equal sample sizes. Therefore I select top 10 samples for each region . I will
use a 0.05 significance level to test the null hypothesis. Table below lists the overall
scores for three different region.

Table 2: Overall Score for 3 different regions

Let μ1 = The mean of overall score for Asian
Let μ2 = The mean of overall score for America
Let μ3 = The mean of overall score for Europe
Hypothesis test
H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
H1: At least one of the mean is different

Graph 3: Mean Plot show the mean of overall score for three regions

And the mean plot is a visual representation of what it shows in the compare means
outputs. There are three points on the graph are the mean of each region. From this
chart, we can see the Asian is with the highest mean value meanwhile has the slowest
mean sprint time. But even though Europe is with lowest, still has fastest mean sprint
time. From here, we can see there is different for at least one of mean of the regions.

Figure 3: R calculate for ANOVA test



And since F0 = 22.43792 > F critical value = 3.354131, we reject the null hypothesis.
Therefor, I would like to conclude that combine the above mean sprint time and the F
distribution there is a significantly evidence that a least one of mean of regions is
different on 0.05 significance level. Meanwhile, it might show there is a strong
relationship between overall score and regions.

IV. CONCLUSTION
From all the statistical test I have done, there are some short conclusions can be
declared. First of all, the overall performance of athletes will be divided into men and
women. From the above analysis, male athletes are more dominant in the competition.
Second of all, however, the performance time of athletes does not have an impact. It
may be possible to make standard actions in a short period of time without mistakes to
score higher than trying to perform difficult actions for long time. And The number of
attempted degree of difficulty movements. which is one of part of overall score it
shows that does not affect overall score as much as everyone thinks. Which means
even though some athletes do not get high scores on it,it does not mean they will lose
until end, they should be focus on other parts of the whole performance. And the last,
it can be seen that there is an irresistible factor -- region, which also affects the
performance of athletes.

V. Appendix
1. World Wushu Championships 2017 Chinese martial Arts competition data
https://www.kaggle.com/predact/world-wushu-championships-2017

https://www.kaggle.com/predact/world-wushu-championships-2017

